, we raise a fuzzy clustering algorithm based on factor analysis, which it combines the technology of reducing dimension using factor analyses method. The algorithm will deal with the sample collections before fuzzy clustering, which enlarge the scale of using dynamic clustering algorithm to resolve practical problems. All these show that the algorithm has a strong capability of concluding and abstracting through being applied to E-mail filtering. At the same time, we also make an experiment in our optional database. The experiment result verifies that the algorithm recall rate is 87.3 % in the mail filtering, which is higher than the SVM's 80.1%, Naïve Bayes's 61.7%, and KNN's 73.2% respectively. The experiments show that the new algorithm has better recall rate and error rate.
I. PREFACE
Along with the accelerated development of the Internet, the network is, apart from offering us huge amount of information, throwing us to the challenge of better management and classification of such information. As a mathematical method for classification and processing of objects based on their different characteristics, degree of interrelationship, similarity etc, and clustering algorithm is witnessing fast development. Traditional clustering algorithm often makes the assumption that the sample is kind of either or characterized, and the result is the sample is rigidly marked as in a certain category. The fact is that the interrelationship and boundaries of objects are usually not definite in reality, i.e. the interrelationship is fuzzy 1, 2 . In 1965, Zadeh introduced the Fuzzy Set Theory 3 , and soon after that in 1969, Ruspinid conducted fuzzy clustering analysis [4] [5] [6] based on the concept of fuzzy partition which intends to maximize the similarity among samples classified in the same category and minimize the similarity among those classified in different categories. Among the many fuzzy clustering algorithms, the Dynamic Clustering Algorithm based on Fuzzy Equation
Matrix (DCAFEM) 7 proves more practical; however, such algorithms still have some weak points: clustering is seriously time-consuming when processing data in large numbers, and the usual lack of consideration on the interrelationship of characteristic indexes which form each sample in the sample space has led to similar and superfluous characteristic indexes, resulting in increased void sample dimensions, extended clustering time and reduced clustering efficiency.
Aimed at the weak points of common fuzzy clustering algorithms, this paper proposes a fuzzy clustering algorithm based on factor analysis and proceeds to apply it to mail filtering. Tests on customized text corpuses prove that this algorithm achieves higher recall rate and lower false acceptance rate when applied to mail filtering
II. ANALYSIS ON KEY TECHNIQUES

A. Factor analysis
As a technique for dimension reduction and data simplification 8, 9 , factor analysis intends to, through analysis on large numbers of original variables, select a few "abstract" variables (common factors) to replace the original ones so that these common factors can be used to represent major information of the original variables, and in this way, the variables can be simplified and variable dimensions can be reduced 10 . The mathematical model can be represented as below 10, 11 :
Suppose there are n original variables, respectively 1 2 , , , n x x x . Since common factors for factor analysis are common influencing factors that cannot be directly observed though in objective existence, so each original variable can be represented by the sum of special factors and the linear function of common factors, i.e. 
B. Fuzzy clustering analysis
DCAFEM has been introduced in view of the uncertainty of calcification numbers and that dynamic considerations should be made during clustering on the basis of different requirements. It proves relatively practical 4, 12 among all the fuzzy clustering analysis methods, and also is the focal point to be studied in his paper.
Definition 1 (characteristic index matrix) supposes the finite sample set to be classified is 1 R R R , 8 16 , , R R , so on and so forth, until we come to 2K K R R , and K R is the fuzzy equivalent matrix with which we can proceed with fuzzy clustering analysis.
III. FUZZY CLUSTERING ALGORITHM BASED ON FACTOR ANALYSIS
It can be told through analysis of the abovementioned key techniques that, as a technique for simplification of variables and reduction of variable dimensions, factor analysis makes it possible for us to simplify characteristic indexes in the sample set and reduce the dimensions of sample set. This paper will apply factor analysis to the pretreatment of DCAFEM initial characteristic indexes, in order to expand the capability of DCAFEM in handling practical issues and the efficiency of clustering algorithm in processing problems involving large sample sets.
A. Pretreatment of characteristic indexes
During the analysis of a multi-sample set, the usual situation is that people select a large number of characteristic indexes as an attempt to represent the information of each sample as perfectly as possible and avoid the omission of important information. These many characteristic indexes, however, probably are in close relativity which turns out to complicate sample characteristics, and therefore, factor analysis becomes necessary, in order to eliminate the relativity among samples and reduce the dimensions.
Suppose the finite sample setU comprises n samples, i.e. 
The fuzzy similar matrix ij n n R r sbuilt through the abovementioned method may not necessarily be of transitivity, so we must transform the fuzzy similar matrix R into fuzzy equivalent matrix * R before the clustering of sample set U , and proceed to perform dynamic clustering based on the fuzzy equivalent matrix. This paper shall apply the fuzzy transitive closure method to make clustering, in order to increase the universality of algorithms, as specified below: 
IV. APPLICATION OF THE FUZZY CLUSTERING ALGORITHM BASED ON FACTOR ANALYSIS IN MAIL FILTERING
Major research approaches to mail filtering are currently based on statistics, i.e. the acquisition of the different characteristics between spam mails and valid mails through statistical studies on existing mails, in order to realize effective distinction of incoming mails based on matching of these characteristics. As we make intensive studies on methods such as artificial intelligence, machine learning etc, the focus of researches has been shifted to the application of these methods in mail filtering, for example, the mail filtering algorithm based on support vector machine, the mail filtering algorithm based on neural network, the mail filtering algorithm based on rough set etc. Most of these filtering methods, however, have the problem of low recall rate and high false acceptance rate.
In view of the current lack of strong distinction characteristics and similar characterization etc between many spam mails and valid mails, this paper, by referring to fuzzy clustering, a significant method for solving uncertainty problems, proposes the fuzzy clustering algorithm based on factor analysis for mail filtering purposes, and tests on customized text corpuses prove that this algorithm achieves higher recall rate and lower false acceptance rate when applied to mail filtering.
A. Analysis on algorithm application
One of the problems pressing for solution before we can apply the fuzzy clustering algorithm based on factor analysis to mail filtering is the selection of a proper parameter , for different values in fuzzy clustering algorithm directly lead to different clustering results, and this exactly is the enchantment of dynamic clustering algorithm. Through adjustment of parameter , we can make the result of mail filtering as satisfactory as possible. However, when the value of is too small, categories after clustering of mail sample sets become too few with over high degree of abstraction, leading to reduced recall rate and increased false acceptance rate, and on the contrary, if the value of is too big, categories after clustering of mail sample sets become too many, resulting in seriously degradation of filtering efficiency, though we get higher recall rate and lower false acceptance rate. This paper tends to apply the F -statistic method to obtain a proper value based on which we can seek categories that lead to comparatively optimized recall rate and false acceptance rate when applied to mail filtering.
The fuzzy clustering algorithm based on factor analysis divides the spam sample set into several subcategories, and the center point of each category can be obtained through definition 1 and the arithmetic process as stated below:
Within the setU , suppose Q is the category quantity of the corresponding value, Q n as the sample quantity of the i th category, samples of i th category being 1 
By calculating the distance between the characteristic index vectors (indexes generated after pretreatment of characteristic indexes) of new mails and the center point of the category, mail filtering can realize identification of spam mails on the basis of set comparison threshold, and in this way the search band can be narrowed to improve the efficiency of mail filtering.
B. Simple numerical examples
We explain the effect of adopting fuzzy clustering algorithm based on factor analysis in the mail filtering by a simple test set. In terms of the less document amount, the weight information of the words cannot be expressed. We will not consider the weight problem of the words in document here. When comparing the similarity of different words, correlation factor is used as measurement. New here we have 6 documents, 3 of them are ads on Internet money-making and the rest 3 are porno ads, as indicated in Table 1: Extract 12 key works from the 6 documents to build the term-document matrix X , as shown in Table 2 . Table 3 is the correlation matrix of the 12 characteristic indexes, and it's perceptible that the matrix contains many relatively high correlation coefficients. Table 5 shows the characteristic index factor matrix generated after characteristic index treatment and it can be seen that the original term-document matrix has been effectively simplified with reduced dimensions. Table 6 gives the clustering result obtained through DCAFEM, and it's enough to show that clustering of mails by the fuzzy clustering algorithm based on factor analysis is correct, and the subsequent comparison operation is feasible. 
C. Example analysis
In analysis of the performance of mail filtering, selection of language material library is extremely important. There are now some authoritative standard language material libraries overseas, such as PU1 16 language material library. Yet in China, an authoritative standard language material library is nowhere to be found. In this case, we've prepared 2,561 spam mails extensively collected to build a training set A which contains 2,341 spam mails and a probe set B which contains 220 spam mails. Since the formation mode of samples in the mail sample set is similar to the formation mode of characteristic indexes of samples in simple numerical examples, and to intensify the significance of characteristic indexes of samples under different circumstances, we generally need to introduce a weight value for representation purposes. This paper has introduced the characteristic term frequency-sample frequency in samples as the weight, and data standardization can be undone since mail sample sets do not have such questions as varied units and magnitude orders.
To test the effectiveness of the algorithm put forward in this paper, we use Matlab7.4 to write emulator programs on an IBM ThinkPad T43p, with an Intel Pentium M Dothan Processor 2.13GHz CPU and a 2G SDRAM memory to respectively realize the mail filtering algorithm of SVM 17, 18 , the mail filtering algorithm of Naïve Bayes 19 and the mail filtering algorithm of KNN 20 , all algorithms experimented on customized sets. Result of the above experiment is shown in Table 7 . The experiment has realized the anticipated effects and has verified the feasibility and superiority of this algorithm, offering a new approach to the research of mail filtering algorithm. 
VI. CONCLUSION
The fuzzy clustering algorithm based on factor analysis applies factor analysis to simplify the characteristic indexes on sample sets, and manages to retain the information of the original sample sets while greatly simplifying the information, making the subsequent fuzzy clustering analysis more maneuverable; through DCAFEM, samples after pretreatment of characteristic indexes can be clustered and the center point of each category can be calculated. Then comparison between the new sample and the center point of the category helps identification of mails, which can increase the precision of mail filtering and the ability of identifying unknown spam mails. Like other clustering algorithms, this algorithm needs to be improved in several aspects, such as its astringency and effectiveness, selection of parameter , definition of similarity relation etc.
